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Leader in providing
 Workspace Analytics
 & Iot solutions to
 businesses




BOOK A DEMO NOW















We deliver occupancy data around the globe



































Our mission
Today  more than ever, space planners and facility managers require access to a sustainable source of occupancy data to design and operate the workplace.








Office space
 is used inefficiently
MySeat’s benchmark data shows that any office space displays a certain level of inefficiency. The unused space portion and time can be anything from 5% to 95% depending on a large variety of factors including the location, the workers’ profiles, and the attractiveness of a given office.
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95% of your office assets
 are offline assets
Despite laptops and smartphones, the majority of items that are present in an office space are offline assets which make them untracked. For example Facility Managers totally ignore how many seats they have within one floor, which makes it difficult for them to maintain a reliable asset management process and related accounting.














The only workplace utilization
data provider that offers full transparency
Most organizations employ manual occupancy surveys and/or head counting and/or IR and Heat sensors, which are inaccurate methods of collecting occupancy data. This leads to inflated metrics or uncaptured usage that fakes one’s office occupancy representation. Having access to a reliable source of data in fundamentally important.






















Our approach
We provide you with reliable and sustainable sources of office occupancy data, thanks to our exclusive method and technology







We generate reliable and accurate data
We capture data related to your workplace utilization, we clean it and make it available to you on a single platform and an API.






We help you read and understand the data
Based on the data we measure and what we know about your company and industry, we highlight tangible savings related to your office capacity and running costs.






We work together to support your vision
Our advisers take it one step further by making sure you translate data into wise workplace decisions that cut unnecessary costs while increasing people’s adherence to your company’s culture.








Our Products






Software
Hardware






MySeat Analytics
MySeat Analytics is a web-based platform that delivers a selection of highly customized statistical indicators. These scalable indicators allow you to track daily activity in the workspace, but they also provide longitudinal information on how the workspace is used over time.
	REQUEST A POC
	REQUEST A DEMO
















MyEasyCheckin
M.E.C is a concierge app that translates the information contained in a map to an infinite number of possibilities.
	MAP YOUR FACILITIES
	REQUEST A DEMO

















SenSeative
Sense interactions between people and the assets that they use in the workplace. Ultra high precision, 5 years + lifespan and compact size. Suitable for measuring the occupancy of seats and desks, but also of sofas, tables, stools, boards, and coffee machines.
	ORDER A SAMPLE
	 DOWNLOAD SPECS












MySeat Gateway
Translating IEEE802.15.4 into TCP/IP internet protocols, the MySeat gateway is a network device that allows any MySeat sensor to connect to the internet locally. Highly resilient, the MySeat gateway is designed for extreme working conditions and exists in Ethernet and 4G/5G versions.
	ORDER A SAMPLE
	 DOWNLOAD SPECS












AmbiSense
AmbiSense is a modular set of 5 sensors dedicated to measuring temperature, humidity, noise levels, luminosity, air quality.
	ORDER A SAMPLE
	 DOWNLOAD SPECS












Door Sensor
Placed on door frames,  the Door Sensor detects weather the door is opened or closed. You can now augment you workplace analytics with this easy to use metric.
	ORDER A SAMPLE
	 DOWNLOAD SPECS















Who we are






A team of dedicated experts with over 10 years of experience in designing and operating IoT networks worldwide. We guarantee QoS and commit to getting our clients tangible results through a transparent process.


MySeat provides you with a Wireless Sensors Network (WSN) to measure real-time utilization data on seats, desks, meeting rooms and lounges, but also temperature, humidity, light level, noise level, and air quality (VOC). We present the data  on an interactive map, along with a set of statistical indicators to transform information into insights and call to actions.



























We helped them optimize their workplace





	L’équipe MySeat a rapidement compris notre culture, [..] Grâce à cette capacité ils ont pu assurer un suivi proactif de la mise en place des différentes phases de collecte de données, de la production de rapport et de l’interprétation des indicateurs collectés.

Isabelle Dery
Directrice - Environnement de travail









	Nous mettons en place des espaces de travail innovants pour accommoder nos utilisateurs et MySeat nous permet de mesurer l’adhésion aux différents aménagements tout en s’assurant que nos gens ne manque pas de place. Service impeccable.

Mélanie D.
Facility Manager









	The data provided by MySeat valuable to any Workplace strategist who wants to augment the occupant’s experiences while highlighting opportunities to optimize the budget. The technology is hustle free and the service is holistic.

Ricardo Chacon
Workplace Strategy Manager









	MySeat ranks at the highest among our data & sensors suppliers.Their service is irreproachable, on time and analysis are deep. Their technology is super reliable, and the IT team has always been very supportive. I cannot but recommend their solutions.

Bill Robert
Workplace strategist










  




Connect with us
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Choose a subject
Ask for a Quote
Receive technical information
Request our portfolio of case studied
Request a personalized demo
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Our Partners





































Offices
MySeat Canada
2000 McGill College Avenue,
 6th Floor
 Montreal (QC), H3A 3H3
MySeat France
4 place de la Défense,
 Défense 4
 Paris la Défense 92974


Contact
Email
[email protected]
Phone number
+1 514 999 6288
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